USBIO Driver Light Version
Software License Agreement
§1 Object of Agreement
§1.1 THESYCON Systemsoftware & Consulting GmbH (in the following "THESYCON") grants the
licensee ("You") a non-exclusive license to use the program (in the following "Software"). The licensee is
a company or a particular person. You're allowed to use the Software and the supporting documents
according to the terms and conditions given below.
§1.2 THESYCON is and remains the sole and exclusive owner of the product. Besides the rights to use
the Software as defined by this license agreement You don't get any further rights concerning this
Software.
§1.3 This license agreement is valid for the Light Version of the Software only. The Light Version is
provided by THESYCON for free.

§2 Use of the Software
§2.1 The license includes the driver (.SYS file), the C++ class library (USBIOLIB), and the demo
application (USBIOAPP) in binary executable form, the source code of the class library and of the demo
application, and the documentation in machine-readable form.
§2.2 You are allowed to distribute the Software, or parts of it, to third parties without a limitation of the
number. You are obliged to ship the original installation file (usbio_lt.exe or usbio_el.exe) with your
distribution.
§2.3 You are not allowed to modify, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, compile the driver (.SYS),
nor to develop any derived software or products from it.
§2.4 The Software is provided "as is". THESYCON will not provide any technical support for the
Software.

§3 Copyright and Ownership
You accept the rights of THESYCON on the Software (patents, copyrights, trade marks) without any
limitation. This also includes the copyright of the documentation in any form, printed or machinereadable. You will use your best efforts and take all reasonable steps to avoid any derogations or
violations of these rights by third parties that got access to the Software through You. You will maintain
all proprietary notices intact.

§4 Product Updates
§4.1 THESYCON reserves itself the right of modifications and enhancements in the sense of engineering
progress. THESYCON can change and/or update the contents and implementations of its products at any
time without prior notice. Updated and revised products are subject of the terms and conditions of this
license agreement.
§4.2 You are not entitled to be informed about any updates and revisions.

§5 Limited Warranty and Liability
§5.1 The product is tested and has the properties and functions described in the accompanying
documentation. THESYCON does not warrant the suitability of the Software for the purpose You want to
use it for.
§5.2 You do not have any claims of guarantee.
§5.3 THESYCON is not liable for any consequences arising from the redistribution of the Software.
THESYCON is not liable for any consequences arising from the usage of the Software for a particular
purpose.

§6 Termination of the License Agreement
If you are in breach of any of the terms of this license agreement the agreement is considered to be
cancelled. In that case, You are not allowed to continue to use or to distribute the Software, or parts of the
Software.

§7 General
§7.1 This license agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany. The place
of jurisdiction shall be Ilmenau (Germany).
§7.2 The licensee is not allowed to transfer or assign his or her rights and duties arising from this contract
to a third party.
§7.3 Should any provision of this license agreement be held to be invalid by any court of competent
jurisdiction, that provision will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the remainder of the
license agreement shall nonetheless remain in full force and effect.

